86 Reasons
Why You Should Consider
On The Move: Moving and Storage
FIRST For A Stress-Free,
Damage-Free and On-Time Move

615-793-0500
sales@onthemovetn.com
www.OnTheMoveTN.com

Great People and Great Team – So Impressed
with Their Attention to Detail
“Wow! These guys do it ALL! Not only will they move you (local or out of state), but they'll also
STORE your stuff for you. So impressed with their attention to detail and customer service.
Great people and great team. You won't have to lift a finger!”
- Steve Reynolds

Right on Time and the Price was Just Right

“I had a great experience with this moving company! The price was just right and the guys took
great care with all my items. They were also right on time and stayed within the estimated
time frame. I would definitely recommend them to any of my friends or family.”
- Leslie Smith

They Stored Our Furniture for TWO YEARS!
Highly Recommend

“We had furniture in storage for over two years, and any time we needed to check for curtain
lengths, etc., they were so wonderful to help us retrieve what we needed. And their office
staff is top notch. Highly recommend.”
- Jeanne Bragg

Our Entire Experience was Amazing!

“Our entire experience was amazing. They showed up. They were friendly and professional.
They completed the job in a timely manner. Very pleased.”
- Brandon Lanham

Their Personable and Capable Employees
are the Difference

“Don, our move to the Braxton in Ashland City couldn't have gone better. Your personable and
capable employees are the difference. A recent move for our daughter to Pleasant View also
went well. You are on our permanent list. Thanks.”
- Robert Mallory

Professional and Efficient –
They Take Great Care of Your Things
“Excellent moving company. Professional, efficient, and they take great care of your things.
Highly recommend.”
- Heather Berres

Everything was Handled with Extreme Care –
Absolutely ZERO Damage!

“I recently completed a local move, from Smyrna to Murfreesboro. Moving from a 2-story
house to a 3-story building. On the Move staff was punctual, courteous, and fast! They
showed up exactly when they said they would. Everything was handled with extreme care,
delivered, and set up again with care. The crew was a joy to work with and there was NO
damage whatsoever during the move to anything at all, including the walls. It was a fantastic
experience! I love my light furniture and this was a big deal to me that nothing was dirty. Great
crew of guys and an all-around great experience. Don’t hesitate to give On the Move a call!
Affordable and well worth it! I will definitely use them again for any upcoming moves.
Highly recommended.”
- Rachael Lee

A Family-Owned Business that Truly
Understands Great Customer Service!
“Great family owned business that truly understands great customer service! When you’re
dealing with something as important as moving, there’s no substitute for reliability.
Highly Recommend!”
- Jim Estes

Professional, Fair and Honest

“Professional, fair and honest. Something you don't find in the moving business very often.
Don did a great job of setting my expectations and delivering on them.”
- Gabriel Frazier

A Blessing – On The Move
Took Our Stress Away!
“Our move was pretty hastily thrown together, but On the Move took a ton of the stress away.
The crew showed up and got right to work. They were even able to move some things that I
planned on doing myself, which was a blessing. I will absolutely reach out to them the next time
we move and recommend them to anyone in the area that wants an affordable, high-quality
mover.”
- FreakinAmazin

They Boxed and Stored My Furniture
for 3 Months

“Timely, honest and quality work! My furniture was boxed and stored with OTM for 3 months.
They updated me and were flexible while I was dealing with construction delays on my new
home. My furniture and belongings came back in good condition, just like when they picked
them up at my home months prior. Thanks for the good service and hard-working employees.”
- Thomas Rassas
Pilkerton Realtor

Very Friendly and On Time – They Even
Organized Our Stuff into Categories

“The crew of guys that moved us were very friendly, on time, and called me before they arrived
to both locations. They moved everything safely and efficiently. They even somewhat organized
our stuff into categories when they unloaded it since we were having a yard sale with the items
they were moving. I would certainly use this company again.”
- Jason Barrett

One of The Few Trustworthy Movers –
Highly Recommended

“Don, the owner, is a great person. I have toured his facility and he has moved multiple family
members. He is really one of the few trustworthy movers I know.
I highly recommend On The Move Moving and Storage.”
- Dean Heasley

Very Efficient, Courteous and
Knowledgeable – Highly Recommended

“The crew was very efficient, courteous, and knowledgeable. They worked very well together
which made the move so much easier. They were adamant about making sure we were
pleased with how they handled everything. No Complaints. Highly Recommend.”
- Debby and Marty Beaver

Arrived On Time and Extremely Courteous
“We used On The Move for our recent in town move. They arrived on time, were extremely
courteous, and finished before the estimated time. They treated our items with care and even
put out runners to protect our floors. I would definitely recommend them!”
- Amber Williams

The Price is Better Than Other Movers
“We used this company to move from Antioch to Smyrna and we were so pleased with the
service we received. The movers arrived right on time and got everything moved out of the old
house and into the new in 3 hours! The price is better than other movers we have used prior
as well.”
- Alex Fisher

Fast, Dedicated and Honest Workers
“Great movers. They came, they saw, they blew through it in under the minimum time.
There was no wasting time with these guys. Not only very hard workers, but personable
and honest. Great Experience.”
- Mike McCardle

This Crew is Nothing Short of Amazing!

“Don and his crew are nothing short of amazing with their attention to details and timeliness
in getting the job done... Thank you so much!!!”
- Krystal Walker

The Only Movers I Will EVER Use!

“On the Move is the only mover I will ever use! I’ve moved over 20 times over the past 30 years
including many interstate relos. I’ve always had to deal with countless broken items and broken
schedules that caused issues (and cost money). On the Move is the ONLY mover that did not
break anything and met their committed schedule. Don Watson’s team is OUTSTANDING!”
- Troy Hayes

Honest and Trustworthy

“By far the most honest and trustworthy movers in the area!”
- Michael Daugherty

I Have Used Them 3 Times to Move My Home
and Office – Highly Recommend

“I have used this company 3 separate times to move both my office and home. They are
extremely reliable and efficient. They took the time to make sure my furniture was loaded
safely, the movers were extremely nice and helpful. Highly recommend.”
- John Higgins

Excellent Care When Moving
and Storing Your Stuff
“Don and his team provide excellent care and service when moving and storing your
belongings. I highly recommend his team.”
- Dana Womack

Responsive and Very Responsible –
100% On Time!
“What a great operation - everyone was so nice and responsive as well as responsible!! Even
with a family emergency they still kept everything 100% on time and made me feel special!!
Long distance move went so smooth and again on time!!”
- Chantelle Nikke

They Made It So EASY For Us!
“We recently made a local move to a new home. On the Move made it so easy for us! Can't say
enough about their care and courtesy throughout the move. Totally professional!”
- Paul Norwood

We Have Always Depended on Don Watson
For Our Moves

“My family has always depended on Donald Watson and On the Move to take care of all our
needs during the moving process. They came to the house ready to get to work. Always a
friendly staff there to help in any way they can. We had a successful move from the old house
to the new one. They listen to what I needed as well as placed furniture in the right place. I am
a realtor and not only did I use them for my own move but always recommend them to my
clients as well. I would for sure give them a call when you are ready to move.”
- Valerie Moore
PARKS Realty

Great Job!

“Don and his team did a great job moving our family from TN to TX.”
- Megan Koester

Impeccable Manners — Our BEST Move!

“We have moved often, state to state and town to town and I will say we’ve never had a better
move. They did a three day move from packing to loading to moving us in. The crew over three
days varied some but everyone that worked with us was professional, polite and spent every
minute they were paid for working. We didn’t have people go missing, like we have had in the
past where you have to go find them, and they were constantly working. I didn’t hear any foul
language and their manners were impeccable. Don has every reason to be very proud of his
crews. We would like to give a shout out first Ron, who was the crew manager all three days,
and his crew Lavonzo, Richard, Don, Calvin and Cody. On the Move gave us time to unpack the
many boxes and then Ron came back and picked up all the boxes and paper.
Par Excellence these guys!!”
- Pam Intn

Friendly and Prompt Employees

“So easy to work with! Friendly and prompt employees. I highly recommend this company for
all your moving needs!”
- M. R.

The BEST Moving Experience I Ever Had
— Absolutely No Damage!
“On the move was the best moving experience I have ever had, and I have moved 3 times in
Nashville. Jamie, the supervisor did a great job of setting the expectation right off the bat. He
and his team were very polite, courteous, and professional. The whole team greeted me and
shook my hand when they arrived at my home (that may seem like a little thing, but
professionalism goes a long way with me). Not only did they do a great job, but I could tell they
had fun and really enjoyed their work. They were highly engaged with each other and had great
communication. I could tell this team had worked together for a long time. They also worked
hard to move me as quick as possible (not trying to milk out as much time as possible).
We had just stained new hardwood floors at our new house, and they took every precaution to
make sure the floors never got damaged. In my two previous moves, with other companies, I
had several items that were damaged. In fact, the last time I moved I used [another moving
company] and they damaged and broke so many of our things they ended reimbursing all of our
costs. On The Move didn’t damage anything at all. In fact, they even went above and beyond
to load a few fragile items into our personal vehicles.
I honestly can’t say enough about On the Move. This was not only the best experience I ever
had with a moving company, but it was one of the best experiences I ever had with ANY
company in long time. They made customer service a top priority and really excelled.
I highly recommend them to anybody!”
- Darren Stavely

Professional and Courteous
“Professional and courteous. Always a pleasure to work with.”
- Kevin Sizemore

We Were Stressed UNTIL We Met Don
with On The Move!
“We thought preparing to stage our home for listing, storing some furniture, and planning for a
move was going to be difficult and stressful-- until we met with Don Watson. He reassured us
and assisted laying out a plan and schedule. Each step has gone smoothly and we have been
very impressed with the crew and are confident the move will happen in a very professional
and caring way. We highly recommend On the Move.”
- Dan Rosemergy

Even with The Heat and 3 Flights of Stairs…
They Did AMAZING!
“I almost never write reviews but they are amazing! They moved me and my sister 2 years ago
and they did so great! They were quick too. It was hot outside and we had 3 flights of stairs but
they did amazing. I’m moving again next month and I’m going to call them to do the move!
Great company!!”
- Tammiw Price

Arrived On Time –
Excellent Customer Service
“From the initial call for an estimate to the move, the customer service was excellent. They
arrived on time and the move went smooth. I will definitely call On the Move in any future
move I plan.”
- Mk Fortune

Estimate Was Reasonable – On Time,
Courteous and Professional
“On The Move recently helped with our move to our new home. They were on time, courteous
and professional, and efficient. The estimate for the time and cost was spot on and
reasonable. As sometimes happens with large vehicles in very tight spaces, our neighbor’s
mailbox was damaged. Don quickly had someone to assess the damage and make the repair.
I highly recommend their service!”
- Missy Curry

Dependable and Knowledgeable –
Highly Recommended
“Thank you JT and Mike for your awesome moving service, they are great, dependable and
knowledgeable, I would recommend your services internationally! Thank You Kindly-greetings
from Phoenix AZ”
- J Velas

The BEST Move We Ever Had By Far!
“They just did our move today. From Murfreesboro to Christiana. Arrived on time. Very
professional........start to work right away. Did a great job with our furniture... Wrapped things
that needed wrapped. They didn't even stop ...we have moved a lot in our lifetime this was by
far the best we ever had . Thank you On The Move. You truly sent us your best.”
- Gerald McGill

Did A Great Job Reassembling and Arranging
My Furniture
“Great service on our recent move from Tennessee to Ohio! The three man crew was very
professional and courteous as they quickly and carefully loaded the truck as if they were
loading their own possessions. They even plastic wrapped our mattress and box spring at my
request. The two man crew who unloaded the truck at our destination were two of the three
men who loaded the truck. They did a great job of reassembling and arranging the furniture to
my specifications. I will use On The Move: Moving and Storage again whenever I can.”
- Samuel Bledsoe

Excellent Price, Great Team and
My Belongings Arrived On Time!
“This is by far the best company I have used to move. This was a long distance move and they
could have not made things better for me. The team was great and I knew I could trust them.
The price was excellent and unlike other companies and having to wait weeks for your things to
arrive, they were pulling into the new location 3 days after I arrived. If you are reading reviews
and trying to decide on a company...this is it!”
- Debbie Mullins

They Took EXTREME Care with My Memories –
Kind, Caring People
“This company is incredible. They responded immediately when I called and knew what I
needed before I did. Their team was professional and personable. They took extreme care in
packing and moving furniture without wiping out walls or the furniture. They inventoried and
gave me helpful advice.
Kind, caring people who love their jobs and each other are an obvious plus when they are
packing up your belongings - and suddenly you realize they are packing up your years of
memories as well. I felt like they were family by the time the truck pulled out of our driveway.”
- Paula Wood

Very Reasonably Priced –
On Time, Careful and Respectful
“Sent two top notch guys to move us. On time, careful, respectful and enjoyed their work.
Couldn’t ask for any better. Very reasonably priced for the service we received.”
- Scott Stofel

Professional and Careful –
Satisfied Every Time!
“We have used On The Move several times and have been satisfied every time! They are
professional and careful with our belongings. Would use them again and again.”
- Tammy Fulper

Out of 26 Lifetime Moves,
THIS Was My BEST Experience!
“I recently moved from Franklin to Murfreesboro and used On The Move to handle our
relocation. This was my 26th move! And Don Watson's team at On The Move did an
outstanding job. They treated our belongings as if they were valuable antiques and were extra
careful in our new house not to scratch walls and floors. This was the best move I have ever
experienced! I highly recommend On The Move for any job, large or small. Thanks Don!!!!”
- Troy Hayes

On The Move Went Above and Beyond to
Accommodate My Crazy Schedule
“As a realtor I get petitioned all the time by mortgage lenders, movers and anyone in the real
estate field. I had teamed up with On The Move during my real estate career to provide my
customers with their services. I personally have used On The Move during my personal move. It
was my first time using movers. I was very pleased with their overall service and their ability to
exceed my expectations. During my selling process I had to de-clutter my house to have it ready
to be put on the market. They were able to store my belongings in a temperature controlled
environment so I could stage my home during the selling process. After my home was sold, we
had a unpredictable time lapse in moving into our new home and had to stay in a hotel for a
couple of days until we could move into our new home. This took place around Thanksgiving
which obviously added to the stress of moving into a new home. Don was exceptional in
putting my anxiety at ease and assured me that they could accommodate us once we had the
green light to move into our new place. They were able to have all of our furniture delivered
the day before Thanksgiving which enabled us to enjoy our Thanksgiving holiday in our new
home. I would no hesitation to recommend Don and his crew to any of my clients. Thank you
Don for going above and beyond.”
- Chris Phillips
Keller Williams Realty

Arrived on Time and Delivered on Time
with ZERO Damage
“Professional movers with great service. They packed and moved our belongings without any
damage. They arrived on time and delivered on time. The staff is courteous and very helpful
with getting ready for the move.”
- David Mather

Great Work Ethic –
Workers Were Pleasant and Efficient
“We enjoyed the work ethic and all around effort from Storm, Dewayne and Sam (?). They were
courteous, pleasant and efficient. We had a very good experience and are looking forward to
our next and last move!”
- Eyvonne Haynes

Our 11th And BEST Move Was
with On The Move!
“This was our 11th move, and was the best experience we've had. They arrived as scheduled,
the guys were all very courteous, and they were extremely careful with our household goods.
Highly recommended!”
- Debbie Gash

They Went Above and Beyond for My Long
Distance Move
“This company is the kindest and most generous moving company I have ever experienced in
my life. They went above and beyond with my move from Tennessee to Virginia. I have moved
over 20 times in my life. Growing up, my dad was in the military. As an adult, I have moved over
10 times due to being in military and getting married throughout the years. The entire
company that I had the pleasure of meeting personally, has a sense of good work ethic. I
highly recommend this moving company for all of your moving needs.”
- Lee Lu

Multiple Moves with ZERO Damages –
Reasonably Priced
“Best moving company around. We have moved multiple times with them, and have yet to
experience any damage. Very communicative and meets deadlines. All at what I consider to be
a very reasonable price. Highly recommend.”
- Phillip Cantrell
President, Benchmark Realty

Courteous, Efficient and Treated
Our Stuff with Care
“We had two movers. They worked well together. From the moment they came into our home
and laid mats to protect our wood floors to the moment they left, they were courteous,
efficient, and treated our possessions with care. I was very pleased with their service.”
- Shirley Smith

Excellent Customer Service! A++!
“Wonderful Staff, excellent customer service....(especially Heather!) Went above and beyond
expectations to meet and exceed our needs. Will DEFINITELY be contracting them again for all
future moves in their service area. A+++”
- Delivery Manager

Wonderful Attitudes, Respectful
and Good Price!
“Can't recommend them enough!! They were careful and respectful with everything. They had
wonderful attitudes from the beginning to end!! Good price!!”
- Michelle Pruett

Punctual, Professional and
Easy to Communicate With
“We used On The Move to complete the relocation of a large medical office. From the estimate
to move day, they were punctual, professional, and easy to communicate with.
Great experience all around.”
- Mark Loney

Less Than HALF My Other Quotes!
Courteous and Professional
“I had a great experience with On The Move. After the initial contact, Don W came to my
apartment to survey the scene and provide a quote for packing and moving. On the day of the
move (last weekend), Don, Donny, and Michael arrived on time and ready to go. They were
efficient with the loading process and took plenty of care to ensure my items were wrapped
properly. It was a short drive to the new place and the offload took a fraction of the time to
load. The men worked hard the entire day, were courteous and professional, and ensured that
the move went smoothly. Their final price was reasonable and less than half what I was quoted
by another company (whose name involves a few "family members") for the exact same
service. I'd definitely use "On The Move" again and recommend them to my friends and family.”
- Jonathan Gluck

Exceptional Customer Service!
“On The Move was great from the day one. Customer service is nothing short of exceptional!”
- Wayne Hudspath

They Came Out the Next Day!
Reasonably Priced
“I called around to competitors and found them to be reasonably priced. The men who were
sent out to my move were very professional and well trained. I had to move my stuff last
minute and they were able to come out the next day. They offer a good service at a decent
price. I would recommend to anyone looking for a moving company.”
- Barry Tidwell

Professional, Very Courteous and Friendly
“Professional team, very courteous and friendly. They were careful with our belongings and
worked together as a team. I highly recommend them for your move and will use them again if
we decide to move again.”
- Jim Fox

Beat Competitors’ Quotes Every Time —
Top Line Service
“I have used On The Move for my last three moves. They by far beat their competitors’ quotes
all three times and provided top of the line service.
I would recommend them to anyone that is moving!”
- ajgolliver

Red Carpet Service
“Superb Red Carpet Service.... I definitely recommend this company.”
- Janice Roberts

Very Professional Attitude –
Exceeded Expectations
“This is our second move with Don and like the first this one exceeded expectations. Planning
and scheduled allowed us to get out as needed. The moving staff packing, loading, transporting
and unloading was very challenging, but Cody and Brandon endured with a very professional
attitude and not once did they say I’m not moving this truck again.
I could not say enough good things about this moving company.”
- Tom Hall

Dependable, Friendly and Hard-Working –
Highly Recommend!
“This was the fourth time we've used On The Move and each time we've had the best possible
service: dependable, friendly, hard-working and professional! My husband and I, as well as our
two daughters who used them for their local moves , highly recommend!”
- Jane Stumpf

Genuine Compassion for Their Customers
“I have known the owner and his family for several years. I've been to their shop on a few
occasions to work and have always been impressed with their genuine compassion for their
customers. Don and his team do care. The moving industry is so turbulent, yet they try to plan
for and overcome whatever obstacles they face. I can highly recommend On The Move Moving
and Storage for all of your moving and storage needs. Thanks”
- Russ Hensley

Very Efficient and Worth Every Penny
“Don and the On the Move team moved my parents from the Dallas area to Murfreesboro.
Their home was packed up on time and delivered ahead of schedule. When we met the truck
at their storage facility we were amazed at how well everything was wrapped and that nothing
was damaged. Very efficient and worth every penny. Don and his crew are very honest and On
the Move is a first rate company!”
- Andy Zotti

On Time and On Budget
“Always super professional. On time and on budget.”
- Earl Kennedy

Took Great Care of Our Furniture
“Great service. Took care with wrapping each piece of furniture upon move out and
unwrapping and setting furniture up on move in. Very friendly.”
-MK

Knowledgeable and Patient
“Second move with this company and it was all we had hoped it to be. Highly recommended
as they are knowledgeable and patient with last minute changes.”
- Norman Kennedy

Easy Move — Nothing Was Damaged
“This was an easy move. The workers were courteous & professional. Arrived on time and
nothing was damaged. I would highly recommend this company.”
- Steve Hughes

Huge Climate Controlled Storage Units!
“The storage units at On the Move: Moving & Storage are huge. We thought we were going to
need two units to hold all of the stuff from our house. But one unit at On The Move was plenty.
They helped us get everything packed up and then unloaded it for us. The units are really nice
and climate controlled. We can't wait to get everything unloaded into our new house, but at
least we know everything is safe and sound at On the Move: Moving & Storage.”
- Lawrence Levenhagen

They Cared About Me and My Belongings
“Arrived on time, extremely professional, cared about me and my belongings, worked
tirelessly until the job was complete, and I wouldn't hesitate to use them again!
Thanks for helping a stressful day be a little more manageable!”
- Terri Rappe

Polite, Professional and
Made Our Move Easier
“We moved from Fayetteville to Murfreesboro and On the Move could not have impressed me
more! The 3 movers were polite, professional, and made our move easier than I could have
dreamed. If I have a need, I will use them again without doubt.”
- Will Martin

Super Efficient and Very Reasonable Prices
“Guys were prompt and super efficient! Prices were very reasonable!”
- Shelley Gipson

Price Well Under Estimate
“Very good experience and the final price came in well under the estimation.”
- Jerry Pullum

Detailed Coordination AND Flexibility!
“Owner, Don Watson is an absolute professional that will thoroughly help coordinate your
move in advance. Yet they still have the flexibility to adjust to the customer’s needs if
unforeseen scheduling circumstances should arise.”
- Jim Estes

Prompt and Affordable – Highly Reasonable
“Prompt, professional, affordable service. I highly recommend On the Move!”
- Judy Money

They Asked Me to Go Lay Down and RELAX!
“Absolute stress relief. Perfect professional. Was very sick the day of packing and moving day.
Cody and the crew asked me to go lay down and relax. They said they were there to make life
easier and they had this. They also went back to remove a couple items for me at the old house
that the new owners decided they didn't want. Much to my relief.
I could not have pulled this off with their help. A true God send for a rough transition.
Totally recommend them. If I ever need to move again I will call them for sure.”
- Lois Snyder

They Kept Our Move On Track!
“On The Move came to the house fast, they packed up everything with immense speed, and
really helped us keep our move on track. Great Job On The Move!!!!”
- Dean McIntyre

Extremely Happy!
“I recommended On The Move to my mother in-law. She was so happy with the experience that
she referred a friend right away. Another person I referred moved from Murfreesboro TN to
NC, and she was extremely happy with them as well. I feel confident referring to them because
of the positive feedback I have received.”
- James Dawes

Professionalism, Timeliness and Reasonable
Rates are Second to None!
“Don and his attention to detail are amazing! His professionalism and timeliness are second to
none… He can move or temporarily store your stuff a few miles or states away!
Not to mention his reasonable prices! Thanks Don!!”
- Krystal Walker

Friendly. Prompt. Professional.
- Amanda Jeanette

A Real Class Act — A++
“Don is a real class act. Very responsive and a clear communicator. He really sets the
expectation during the consultation and tries everything he can to work within the timeframes
needed. The fact that they also offer storage options was another A plus plus. It’s hard to find a
moving company that will treat you as personable as On the Move.”
- Brad White

What Would Have Taken Me Days
Took Them Just 5 Hours
“Don and his crew at On The Move are the best. I had them come help move my offices and
they were very helpful. It would have taken me days, but we got it done in about 5 hours. I
really appreciate their work. The guys are very friendly, too.”
- Dean Heasley

Upfront About Everything, Honest
and Trustworthy

“Don and his crew are a class act. They are on time and upfront about everything. They are
honest and trustworthy and top in their industry. I highly recommend On The Move for all your
moving needs. Give them a call…”
- William Johnson

They Treat Your Move Like Family
“Everyone worries about moving… what if they break my stuff, what if they wreck my walls,
what if they lose something. There are no “what if’s” with On The Move: Moving & Storage
because everyone there treats your move like family. From the in-person quote to the planning
to the neatly dressed, on-time and polite movers, they put your mind at ease.
Because they truly care.”
- Steve Reynolds

Always Clear and Upfront About Pricing

“Great company and Don is always clear and upfront with his pricing. Thanks again for years of
multiple moves for me and my company!”
- Jason Trotter

They Treated Our Possessions as Their Own

“A simple "thank you" is just not enough to express how I feel about my recent experience in
using On The Move Moving and Storage for my recent relocation from Murfreesboro,
Tennessee to Kyle, Texas.
I would recommend this company to anyone who is moving next door, across town or across
the country. They are polite, professional and, above all, treat the possessions of others as
though they were their own. What more can you ask of a moving company?”
- Sandra Ferrell

Top Notch in the Business
“Over the past 9 years, I have referred over a dozen people to On The Move. All, without
exception, have told me that they had a positive experience and would recommend them. If
you are in need of a moving company, call Don and see why he is top notch in the business.”
- James Dawes

Customer Care FAR EXCEEDED Expectations
“My experience couldn’t haven’t been better! Every single aspect of customer care with this
company FAR EXCEEDED any expectation I had going in.”
- Joann Jolly

www.OnTheMoveTN.com

